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New Transit Technologies: An Objective Analysis is Overdue
Abstract
New urban transit systems incorporating inefficient and obsolete technical features are being promoted,
discussed and funded. Typically they involve automatic operation with rubber tyre guidance; rail systems
which are clearly superior are concurrently ignored. Dr. Vukan R. Vuchic of the University of Pennsylvania
and Richard M. Stanger of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority* urge transit planners,
operators and equipment manufacturers to exploit the great potential of rail technology rather than
pursuing innovation for its own sake.
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New transit technologies : an
objective analysis is overdue
New urban transit systems incorporating inefficient and
obsolete technical features are being promoted, discussed
and funded. Typically they involve automatic operation with
rubber tyre guidance; rail systems which are clearly
superior are concurrently ignored. Dr. Vukan R. Vuchic of
the University of Pennsylvania and Richard M. Stanger of
the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority* urge
transit planners, operators and equipment manufacturers to
exploit the great potential of rail technology rather
than pursuing innovation for its own sake

T

IIERF IS I 11 I LE DOU RT that the bus
operating on streets with mixed
traffic will remain the optimal
mode on low volume routes. Similarly,
for heavily travelled routes rail rapid
tran,it remains without rational com
petition. However, there is a large gap
between low-investment low-capacity
surface bus and high-investment high
capacity rapid transit.
Virtually all medium !>iZe cities and
many lines in large cities require a
mode which offer a considerably
higher �ervice quality (<.peed, reliability,
comfort. capacity) than the bus can
ever provide, but at substantially lower
inve�tment cost than full rapid transit.
The only cities which presently have
such systems are those which have up
graded their street tramways mto
modern light rail transit (LRT) systems
operating mostly on excluc;ive rights-of-

•The views of Mr. Stanger expressed in
this article are not necessarily those of
the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority.
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way. Good examples are found in cen
tral Europe (Hannover. Koln, Gote
borg, Rotterdam); others are under
development (Boston and San Fran
cisco in the US. Newcastle in Britain).
While LRT has-until very recently
been virtually ignored, a great num
ber of new transit modes have not
only received attention in professional
literature, but have also attracted
government funds for research and
development in everal countries. What
potential in urban transport do these
new systems really have, as compared
to modern versions of conventional
technologies such as LRT?

Proved systems neglected
All conventional transit modes have
been neglected. On the other hand,
numerous new modes incorporating
various combinations of many uncon
ventional concepts are often promoted
vigorously by persons foreign to urban
transport. In developing these !>ystems,

lfow important are the methods of
support tmd �11ida11ce? ABOVE LE.rT:
The VAL test track near Lille combi11e.1
rubber tvres and a1110111atio11. but
Frankfuris reierred-track trams (RIGHI)
run11i11g into the metro may do the
same job better a11d cheaper

concept'> of operation are often con
fused with technology; de<:ign 'innova
tions' are suggested to improve
deficiencies of existing modes caused by
inadequate financing and other factors
totally unrelated to their technical
features. Thus, personal rapid transit
(PRn promotion usually specifies th:it
vehicles would be air-conditioned, while
the possibility of accommodating the
handicapped and elderly is quoted as a
major advantage of bi-modal systems!
For a new tran port concept or tech
nology to be accepted, it must be
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